Nemschoff Revive Guest Center
®

With its contemporary look and inviting
attributes, the Revive Guest Center
helps a patient’s family and friends
feel at home, welcoming them to the
recovery process. It serves as a hub
for visitors, accommodating seating,
storage, and sleep in one compact, yet
comfortable, sofa. Convenient storage
for personal items is available beneath
and behind the seat. When it’s time
to rest, the seat slides out to turn into
a sleep deck. With multiple styles
and options, Revive gracefully meets
the needs of guests visiting patient
rooms—day or night.
Designer
George Simons Jr.
Benefits
•
Combines seating, storage,
and a sleep surface for guests
in patient rooms
•
Seat converts into a sleep deck for
one or two visitors—a sofa during
the day, a bed at night
•
Three styles and multiple options
let you customize the look
and function
Warranty
12-year, 3-shift
hermanmiller.com/nemschoffrevive-guest-center
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1.

Comfortable Seating
Padded sofa easily seats two

2.

Sliding Sleep Deck
Seat slides out to become a twin bed when a guest is
ready to rest

3.

Accommodates Two
In one version, the back folds down, making the sleep
deck big enough for two

4.

Plenty of Storage
Two drawers beneath the seat; one trough behind the
back for drop-in items

5.

Multiple Arm Options
Choose arc arms or no arms

6.

Removable Upholstery
Upholstery on the sleep deck is removable to simplify
maintenance
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These drawings represent a sample of the dimensions and configurations available.
Download the price book for a full listing of all available product configurations.

Product Models
View model library.

Sustainability
Click here to see how the Nemschoff Revive Guest Center meets your
environmental goals.

Planning Ideas
View design solutions.
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